About Us

Join to be part of the community

The Bachelier Finance Society (BFS) was
founded in 1996 by a group of researchers anticipating the need for an organization in mathematical
finance where academia and practitioners have the
opportunity to meet and exchange ideas. The Society has
members in more than 30 countries on all continents,
with the largest density in North America and Europe.

Past worldwide financial crises have emphasized the
importance of science in the field of mathematical
finance. By joining BFS you will become part of a vibrant community worldwide and enjoy several advantages. Do not miss the chance of meeting experts from
academia and industry. Engage yourself in our various activities and contribute to solutions for future challenges.

The objective of the BFS is to promote the discipline
of finance by applying the theory of stochastic,
statistical and economic theory, and to create an
inclusive scientific community in mathematical
finance. We organize and support international conferences and meetings as well as online seminars. The
main focus is on the official BFS congresses held biennially, which offer a lively forum between industry
and academia. We are also affiliated with Mathematical
Finance, one of the leading journals in the field.

Membership and benefits
The annual dues for being a BFS member are
US $60. We offer free memberships for students,
postdocs and early career, non-tenure positions.
There is also an option to become a lifetime member.

Main Events of BFS
•
•
•
•
•
•

International BFS congresses: every two years
One World Seminar Series: every two weeks, online
Bruti Liberati Award: yearly
BFS Junior Scholar Award: at BFS congresses
Newsletter: quarterly
Mailings: about five a month

As a member you benefit from reduced registration fees at
BFS congresses, free online access to our affiliated journal Mathematical Finance, a chance to participate in the
BFS Junior Scholar Award, generous subscription rates
on selected journals and discounts on selected books,
and you can subscribe to our newsletters and mailings.
Further information can be found on our website:
www.bachelierfinance.org/membership
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